Successful surgical treatment of intractable post-radiation rectal bleeding
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Abstract

Patients will typically present symptoms of chronic post-radiation colitis and proctitis 8–12 months after finishing their treatment. Endoscopic methods play the main role in treatment of bleeding caused by post-radiation colitis and proctitis. Surgical treatment is required for remained approximately 10% of patients. Here we present a 64 year old female with metastatic breast cancer, who was referred to us for intractable rectal bleeding. Total colonoscopy and rigid rectosigmoidoscopy revealed proctitis, rectal and sigmoidal telangiectasia, multiple necrotic ulcers between 15 to 30 cm from the anal verge, and also huge ishemic ulcer with patchy necrotic areas about 10 cm from the anal verge. This abnormal irradiated part was resected and then mucosectomy of the remnant rectum, both transabdominally and transanally was done. We performed pull-through technique of normal proximal colon to anal region through the remnant rectal wall and finally did coloanal anastomosis. Diverting stoma was not made because of anastomosis in anal region. With this technique we can achieve benefits such as avoidance of harsh dissection in a frozen pelvis and its consequences, we can avoid intra-abdominal anastomosis, there is no need to a diverting stoma and, most important of all, definite bleeding control.

Introduction

Most large series estimate the incidence of chronic radiation injury to be between 5% to 11%.1 Patients will typically present symptoms of chronic post-radiation colitis and proctitis 8–12 months after finishing their treatment.2,3 The pathophysiology of these complications is related to ischemic injury.2,4 Diagnosis is usually done with endoscopy. Main treatment in this condition is Sucralfate enemas, Asacol, corticosteroid, and short chain fatty acids are also used. Endoscopic methods play the main role in treatment of bleeding caused by post-radiation colitis and proctitis. Argon Plasma Coagulation (APC) is routinely used. Remission rate with this method is 80–90%.1,4 Surgical treatment is required for approximately 10% of patients, whose symptoms cannot be managed with medical or endoscopic therapy. Surgery faces several major challenges in postradiation colitis and proctitis. Irradiation of bowels has more risk of anastomosis leakage. Also dissection in radiated pelvis is difficult. One of surgical options is bowel diversion, but its effect on bleeding is uncertain.3,4 Amount of data and solutions presented by surgeons is low and limited to case presentations. Here we present a 64 year old female with metastatic breast cancer, who was referred to us for intractable rectal bleeding after radiation therapy.

Case presentation

A 64 year old female, who underwent left mastectomy due to breast cancer 2 years ago, received 8 chemotherapy sessions and 48 pelvic radiation courses because of spinal metastasis. She didn’t have any other disease in her medical history. Five months before consultation she encountered notable rectal bleeding and smelly diarrhea. The patient had two colonoscopic studies that both show evidence of inflammation, telangiectasis of the rectum and sigmoid, and reported a large necrotic ulcer about 10 cm from the anal verge. Bleeding episodes had an increasing pattern in their volume and frequency, so that she was admitted in other emergency departments two times for blood transfusion. Despite repeated blood transfusion she was referred to us when her hemoglobin was 6mg/DL. She complained of fecal frequency and diarrhea with severe mal odor of her fecal material. Patient underwent total colonoscopy and rigid rectosigmoidoscopy again and they revealed proctitis, rectal and sigmoidal telangiectasis, multiple necrotic ulcers between 15 to 30 cm from the anal verge, and also huge ishemic ulcer with patchy necrotic areas (Figure 1) about 10 cm from anal verge. She had been received medical treatment by Sucralfate, Asacol, and Hydrocoritzone enemas and 3 sessions of endoscopic intervention by APC. Investigations revealed she had the good cardiac and respiratory conditions. According to the severity of bleeding, failure of medical and endoscopic treatments, and also mucosal necrosis that caused her smelly diarrhea, the surgical intervention seemed inevitable. Followed by the presentation of the case in a multidisciplinary session and according to consultations, she was prepared for the operation. During laparotomy, we encountered a frozen pelvis and there was a small perforation site on the anterior wall of the rectum that had been sealed by uterus. To avoid wide pelvic exenteration, after releasing the upper rectum and sigmoid, we resected this abnormal irradiated part and then accomplished mucosectomy of the remnant rec-
tum, both transabdominally and transanally. With releasing of splenic flexure, we performed pull-through technique of normal proximal colon to the anal region through the remnant rectal wall and finally did coloanal anastomosis. Diverting stoma was not made because of anastomosis in the anal region. The operation finished with insertion of a drain above pelvic area. Patient spent post-operation period without any problem and at 2 years follow up she had a favorable situation.

Discussion

Failure of medical and endoscopic treatments in post-radiation colitis and proctitis is rare and may present surgeons with major challenges. In bleeding cases, diversion has no clear benefit and also it has no efficacy in necrosis and perforations. Postradiation proctitis may be a sign that alerts us of having different severity of post-radiation problems in other pelvic organs.

Do et al. in 2017 argued treatment options in post-radiation proctitis. They recommended two surgical options in those patients who did not respond to medical and endoscopic medications. First, proctectomy with anastomosis and diversion stoma. Second, Abdominoperineal Resection (APR) with permanent stoma. Grodsky et al. in 2015 discussed post-radiation proctopathy. The operative options they mentioned were similar to Do et al. Authors recommended proctectomy with anastomosis and diverting stoma in patients who received less than 4000-4500cGy total dose of radiation. Another surgical option that they considered for other patients is mucosal proctectomy with sleeve coloanal anastomosis, between the non-radiated proximal colon and anal canal. Jensen et al. in 2003 argued surgical strategies in these patients. They recommended resection and coloanal anastomosis with or without colonic J-Pouch. Between older articles, Lucarotti et al. in 1991 discussed this subject. In their paper, coloanal anastomosis with J-Pouch was recommended, and they urged to avoid coloanal sleeve anastomosis.

If we encountered a post-radiation frozen pelvis in a patient such as ours, we should decide and think about what price we have to pay if we start pelvic exenteration, and whether it is reasonable or not. We agree that in a condition of bleeding, extensive necrosis and perforation, should do a resection of the involved bowel to eliminate the source of problem, but we should alter our resection technique according to the condition of bowel, pelvis and patient. With this technique we can achieve benefits such as avoidance of harsh dissection in a frozen pelvis and its consequences, intra-abdominal anastomosis, and there is no need for a diverting stoma. Most important of all, it is a definite bleeding control method. It seems that our technique can be an effective option in those rare and critical patients.

Conclusions

Mucosectomy of distal rectum, pull intact proximal colon through the remnant rectal wall (pull through technique) and then coloanal anastomosis is an appropriate option in post radiation frozen pelvis patients.
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